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Your wedding day is more than just a special moment in time. It marks the 

beginning of a brand new life with someone who you’ll share everything with. 

You’ll want to remember it all – not just the posed moments, but also the intimate, 

the unexpected and the once-in-a-lifetime moments that are a part of every 

wedding, whether big or small.

WWe want to help you capture every part of that special day so you can cherish the 

memories for years to come. Within this guide you’ll find everything from tips 

about scheduling, to lighting and how to communicate with your photographer. I 

hope you find  this information helpful, valuable and one less thing to stress about 

on your wedding day!

capture your wedding day





Engagement Session





wedding day
Having a clear and complete schedule for your day will allow us to get the best 

shots and recognize any problems before they occur. For example, a clear 

schedule will ensure we know when your toasts are beginning and when we have 

time to get detail shots of your venue and the setting. It is especially important to 

make sure you have carved out enough time for formals and romantic shots. 

Please plan for at least five minutes per pose or grouping. It is always a good idea 

to have a buffer around each of these types of important times, to account for any 

transportation issues or just the unexpected.transportation issues or just the unexpected.

your

schedule



If you want beautiful outdoor photos, you should not 

plan for your ceremony to start no later then at 5pm 

unless you want to take your photos before the 

ceremony. However, if it’s cold outside and you 

intend to take your formal pictures inside anyways, 

then you only need to gure out how much time you 

need between the ceremony and reception so the 

food is sefood is served on time. 

To plan and organize your photo timeline, here are 

some questions you need to ask:

1. Do I want outdoor pictures or pictures that require 

natural light? If so, what time does the sun go down 

at that time of year? 

2. When do I want the formal pictures taken? Before 

the wedding, between the ceremony and the 

reception, etc. 

3. How much time will I realistically need for these 

pictures? Make sure you plan a little extra time 

because unexpected delays almost always occur. It’s 

better to be a little ahead of schedule than to be late. 



DayAfter Session
Sometimes the traditional wedding day formal 
portraits just aren’t enough. They are beautiful 
and certainly important, but there just isn’t always 
time to get the intimate photos that most modern 
couples really want: the couple gazing into each 
other’s eyes, holding hands, romantic camera 
angles, etc. There are so many formal poses and 
pipictures to take, so many family members who 
need their shot with you, and never enough time. 
Unless you want to set aside several hours of your 
wedding day for photos, you may want to 
consider a day after session. 

If you are having a destination wedding, then 
having a day after session is an especially great 
idea because you can take full advantage of the 
beautiful scenery. 

YYou can wear your tux and gown for these sessions 
to make it obvious that these are wedding 
pictures, or you can wear something completely 
different. You can make them more formal, or you 
can make them fun and different. Throw in your 
own personality; these pictures showcase you and 
your love for your spouse! 





LOVE
At our wedding, Keoni and his team were all courteous professionals. His team 

demonstrated the perfect mixture of laid back, fun, and directive. The picture I am 

trying to paint is that when you work with Kpix, you work with individuals who not 

only capture your wedding day but enrich the entire experience. -Kai Y

Keoni not only took beautiful photos of our special day, he was down to earth and 

fun to be around. He and his second photographer were focused and professional 

while making us feel comfortable. Even though they were snapping away like crazy, 

they were quite stealth about it and never felt burdensome at all. Keoni was 

receptive to my few requests, but I trusted his skills. He mostly captured the day 

authentically as it happened, which is what we really wanted.  -Kristen K

When friends and family looked at my wedding photos I think they were moved by 

how Keoni used the natural lighting and scenery which  truly captured the 

highlights during our wedding at the Hale Koa. I actually think now looking back 

upon that day and evening that the photos have been the best memories from our 

entire wedding!  Trust me, you want to have great photos to remember the event 

because it goes by in a blink of an eye. -Sarah W  

Keoni was amazing! We hired him for our wedding and even though we didn't meet 

beforehand, he made us feel like we were old friends. Other than the times we 

were posing for pictures, we both forgot that he was there, which was a really good 

thing! He finished our pictures really quickly and we were so happy with the result. 

Also, we loved the way he sent us our pictures - really creative and unique. We 

would hire him again in a heartbeat :).  -Lauren S

THE

STORIES



“Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of loving.

 What you have caught on lm is captured forever... 

it remembers little things,

 long after you have forgotten everything. ”

Aaron Siskind



Pricing



Albums



Other Items
Add’l Photographer - $300
Digital Downloads - $50
Add’l Hours - $300 per hour
DVD - $50
USB-$125

Canvas
11x14 $175
16x20 $200
Acrylic Prints
16x20 $210

Prints
4x6 (50) - $50
5x7 (50) - $75
Fine art 8x10 - $45
Fine art 16x20 - $75

Add-Ons



Most commonly 
          asked questions
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